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Introduction
The Spokane Valley Fire Department (SVFD) provides emergency medical, fire suppression,
technical rescue, rescue task force, hazardous materials mitigation, wildland fire suppression,
community risk reduction, domestic preparedness, fire investigation, and public education
services to the residents, businesses, and visitors that are encompassed within the district’s
jurisdiction in greater Spokane Valley, Washington. SVFD is consistently working to achieve and
maintain the highest level of professionalism and efficiency on behalf of those it serves, and thus,
contracted with the Center for Public Safety Excellence (CPSE) to facilitate a method to document
the organization’s path into the future via a “Community-Driven Strategic Plan.”
The following strategic plan was written in accordance with the guidelines set forth in the
Commission on Fire Accreditation (CFAI) Fire & Emergency Service Self-Assessment Manual 9th
Ed. and is intended to guide the organization within established parameters set forth by the
authority having jurisdiction.
The CPSE utilized a community-driven strategic planning process to go beyond just the
development of a document. It challenged the agency’s members to critically examine paradigms,
values, philosophies, beliefs and desires, and challenged individuals to work in the best interest of
the “team.” It further provided the agency with an opportunity to participate in the development
of their organization’s long-term direction and focus. Members of the organization’s community
and department stakeholders’ groups demonstrated commitment to this important project and
remain committed to the document’s completion.
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Organizational Background
The Spokane Valley Fire Department’s beginning came in March 1940 when the Board of the
Spokane County Commissioners held an election to form a fire protection district. This election
by the constituents formed the Spokane County Fire Protection District No. 1 and its governing
fire commissioners by a two-thirds
vote in favor. In December 1940, J.R.
Bittle was appointed as the first fire
chief to lead the district from the
original Greenacres Station. From
that genesis, the department has
progressively grown in size and
stature, ensuring that those who live,
work, and visit the jurisdiction are
covered with quality emergency
response services.
Today, the Spokane Valley Fire Department operates from ten strategically placed fire stations
to serve the approximate 75 square miles of the district, which includes a population of about
125,000. As part of operations, the department provides its emergency and risk reduction
services to the cities of Liberty Lake, Spokane Valley, and Millwood, along with the surrounding
unincorporated areas of Spokane County.
From the leadership start with Fire Chief Bittle to
the current leadership under Fire Chief Bryan
Collins, the Spokane Valley Fire Department has
evolved from a fire department to an all-hazards
emergency provider that focuses on response and
risk reduction within the district. The department
works under the governance of five fire
commissioners who are elected by the public. The
Spokane Valley Fire Department provides
progressive services with a roll of nearly 200
uniformed and civilian members, all dedicated to the residents, businesses, and visitors of the
district. The department remains internationally accredited by the Commission on Fire
Accreditation International, thus always focusing on continuous improvement and always
looking to embrace the industry’s best practices and latest research. While the tradition of the
fire service is at the department’s core, the department’s continuous, positive evolution to meet
changing needs garners great support from the community.
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Organizational Structure
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Community-Driven Strategic Planning
For many successful organizations, the voice of the community drives their operations and
charts the course for their future. A community-driven emergency service organization is one
that seeks to gather and utilize the needs and expectations of its community in the development
and/or improvement of the services provided. To ensure that the community remains a focus
of an organization’s direction, a community–driven strategic planning process was used to
develop this strategic plan.
A strategic plan is a living management tool that provides short-term direction, builds a shared
vision, documents goals and objectives, and optimizes use of resources. The process of strategic
planning can be defined as “a deliberative, disciplined approach to producing fundamental
decisions and actions that shape and guide what an organization (or other entity) is, what it
does, and why.”1

Effective strategic planning benefits from a consistent and cohesively structured process
employed across all levels of the organization. Planning is a continuous process, one with no
clear beginning and no clear end. While plans can be developed on a regular basis, it is the
process of planning that is important, not the publication of the plan itself. Most importantly,
strategic planning can be an opportunity to unify management, employees, and stakeholders
through a common understanding of where the organization is going, how everyone involved
can work toward that common purpose, and how progress and levels will measure success.

Community Stakeholders Work Session

1

See Definition, Purpose, and Benefits of Strategic Planning (Bryson 8)
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The Community–Driven Strategic Planning Process Outline
1.

Define the programs provided to the community.

2.

Establish the community’s service program priorities and expectations of the
organization.

3.

Identify any concerns the community may have for or about the organization, along with
aspects of the organization that the community views positively.

4.

Revisit the Mission Statement, giving careful attention to the services and programs
currently provided, and those which logically can be provided in the future.

5.

Revisit the Values of the organization’s membership.

6.

Identify the internal Strengths and Weaknesses of the organization.

7.

Identify areas of Opportunity or potential Threats to the organization.

8.

Identify the organization’s critical issues and service gaps.

9.

Determine strategic initiatives for organizational improvement.

10. Establish a realistic goal and objectives for each initiative.
11. Identify implementation tasks for the accomplishment of each objective.
12. Determine the Vision of the future.
13. Develop organizational and community commitment to accomplishing the plan.

Community Stakeholders Work Session
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Process and Acknowledgements
The Center for Public Safety Excellence (CPSE) acknowledges and thanks the community and
the department stakeholders for their participation and input into this Community–Driven
Strategic Planning Process. The CPSE also recognizes Fire Chief Bryan Collins and his team for
their leadership and commitment to this process.
Development of this strategic plan took place in April 2018, beginning with a meeting hosted
by a representative from the CPSE for members of the community (as named in the table
below). The represented community stakeholders comprised of some that are residents and/or
organizations operating within the SVFD district, while some who have also received services
from the SVFD. The department carefully selected the stakeholders in order to ensure a broad
representation of the district could provide input.
Spokane Valley Fire Department Community Stakeholders
Katy Allen
Brian Asmus
Matt Albright
Dave Bouge
Providence Health Care

Jared Bradford
Spokane Valley Firefighters
Benevolent Association

Tammie Drapeau
AMR

City Manager
City of Liberty Lake

Chief of Police
City of Liberty Lake

Bobbie Cannell

Phil Champlin

SVFD Fire Corps

HUB Sports Center

Dan Dunne

Amy Edelman

Councilmember
City of Liberty Lake

Spokesman Review

Dave Ellis

Cameryn Flynn

Elliott Law Group

Undersheriff
Spokane County

Spokane Neighborhood
Action Partners (SNAP)

Chandra Fox

Kevin Freeman

Department of Emergency
Management

Mayor
City of Millwood

Chair-Elect, Greater
Spokane Valley Chamber /
Schweitzer Engineering
Labs

Donna Goff

Ben Goodmansen

SVFD Fire Corps

Whipple Engineering

Lana Elliott

Kelly Fukai

Pam Haley
Deputy Mayor
City of Spokane Valley

Civil Service Commission

Vicky Dalton
Auditor
Spokane County

Dr. Joel Edminster
Spokane Integrated Medical
Services Program

Sarah Foley
Spokane CARES

Gayle Furness
Spokane Firefighters
Credit Union

Johanna Heller
CHAS Health

Rod Higgins

Craig Howard

Christina Jansen

Patriot Fire Protection

Mayor
City of Spokane Valley

Valley Current / Liberty
Lake Splash

City Clerk
City of Millwood

Pat Johnson

Christina Jones

Arthur F. Keinath

Todd Kiesbuy

Brookdale Park Place

Red Cross

Spokane Valley Kiwanis

Avista Utilities

Dave Hermann
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Spokane Valley Fire Department Community Stakeholders (continued)
Mary Kuney

Jeff Klein

Commissioner
Spokane County

Les Schwab

Warren Merritt

Mike Lopez

Aileen Luppert

Spokane Integrated
Spokane County Library
Medical Services Program
District

Dr. Jim Nania

Melanie Nelson

Fire Chief
Kootenai County Fire &
Rescue

Lindsay Morris

Tony Nielsen

Shelly O’Quinn

Steve Peterson

Colin Quinn-Hurst

Fire Chief
Spokane County Fire District 8

Inland Northwest
Community Foundation

Mayor
City of Liberty Lake

Transportation Planner
City of Spokane Valley

Patrick Ramsey

Greg Repetti

Ian Robertson

AMR

MultiCare Valley Hospital

Fuller Center

Greater Spokane Valley
Network

Gene Sementi

Shane Sheppard

Steve Schultz
Consolidated Irrigation
District No. 19

CHAS Health

Spokane County Integrated Opportunity Presbyterian
Medical Services Program
Church

Sam Schweda
Greater Spokane Valley
Chamber / West Valley
School District

Superintendent
Consolidated Irrigation
West Valley School District
District No. 19

Ben Small

John Sisser
Civil Service Commission

Superintendent
Central Valley School
District

Linda Thompson

Dave Ross

Gordon Spunich

Lori Sullivan

Spokane Valley Kiwanis

SVFD Fire Corps

Kyle Unland

Julie Van Wormer

Spokane Regional Health
District

Secretary
Greater Spokane Valley
Chamber / Architects
West

Tom Wahl

Jeff Wallace

Mark Werner

Sunrise Rotary Club

Western States Fire
Protection

Western States Fire
Protection

Police Chief
City of Spokane Valley

Chris Wherity

Diana Wilhite

Lyndia Wilson

Trisha Wolford

MultiCare Valley Hospital

Civil Service Commission

Greater Spokane Substance
Abuse Council

Karen Toreson
Sunrise Rotary Club

Sandra Wade

Spokane Regional Health
Assistant Chief
District
Spokane Fire Department

Steve Wulf

Tami Yager

Sunshine Disposal & Recycling

Waste Management
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Community Stakeholder Group Findings
A key element of the Spokane Valley Fire Department organizational philosophy is having a high
level of commitment to the community, as well as recognizing the importance of community
satisfaction. Thus, the agency invited community representatives to give feedback on services
provided. Respondents were asked to provide a prioritized perspective of the programs and
services offered by the department. Additionally, input was gathered during the meeting about
community expectations and concerns (prioritized), as well as positive and other comments
about the organization (provided in the appendix of this document). Department stakeholders
fully utilized the feedback from community stakeholders in understanding the current
challenges encountered within the organization, as well as to ensure alignment with the work
completed on the organizational mission, values, vision, and goals.

Community Priorities
To best dedicate time, energy, and resources to services most desired by its community, the
Spokane Valley Fire Department needs to understand what the customers consider to be their
priorities. With this in mind, community stakeholders were asked to prioritize the programs
offered by the agency through a process of direct comparison. The results are as follows:
Programs

Ranking

Score

Emergency Medical Services

1

482

Fire Suppression

2

474

Rescue – Basic and Technical

3

408

Rescue Task Force

4

310

Hazardous Materials Mitigation

5

291

Wildland Fire Services

6

244

Community Risk Reduction

7

222

Domestic Preparedness Planning and Response

8

199

Fire Investigation

9

191

Public Education

10

149

See Appendix 1 for a complete list of the community findings including expectations, areas of
concern, positive feedback, and other thoughts and comments.
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Department Stakeholder Group Findings
The department stakeholder work sessions were conducted over the course of three days,
immediately following the community stakeholder work session. The department sessions
served to discuss the organization’s approach to community-driven strategic planning, with
focus on the agency’s Mission, Values, Core Programs and Support Services, as well as the
organization’s perceived Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats. The work
sessions involved participation by broad organization representation, as named below and
pictured on the following page.
Spokane Valley Fire Department - Department Stakeholders
Brett Anderson

Shawn Arold

Dave Baird

Tag Baugh

Prevention/Investigation

Deputy Chief

Captain - Paramedic

Captain - Paramedic

Valerie Biladeau

Jeff Bordwell

Jared Bradford

Patrick Burch

Director – HR

Battalion Chief

Firefighter

Commissioner – Chair

Brendan Burke

Bryan Collins

Chris Cornelius

Mike Coulter

Firefighter

Fire Chief

Captain - Paramedic

Mechanic

Joe Dawson

Kevin Dunne

Commissioner –
Vice Chair

Firefighter Paramedic

Angela Golden

Brett Gombasy

Director – Finance

Firefighter

Brad Huffman

Ben James

Matt Jorgensen

Patti Kinnison

Firefighter - Paramedic

Engineer

Captain

IS Specialist

Don Kresse

Kip Krogh

Marc Lange

Rich Llewellyn

Firefighter - Paramedic

Division Chief

Jesse Middleton

Sean Nokes

Tim O’Brien

Firefighter

Firefighter - Paramedic

Deputy Chief

Captain

Firefighter Paramedic

Noah Martinez
Firefighter

Shawn Pichette

Rob Proctor

Mary Requejo

Michelle Rodgers

Engineer

Battalion Chief

Administrative Assistant

Administrative Assistant

Greg Rogers

Andy Rorie

Fire Marshal

Division Chief

Director – Community
Affairs

Joe Schindler

Elysia Spencer

Ryan Van Wey

Joseph Yacker

Captain

Prevention – CRR

Captain

Director - IS

Melanie Rose
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Pat Schaffer
Division Chief

Department Stakeholders

Mission
The purpose of the mission is to answer the questions:
 Who are we?
 Why do we exist?
 What do we do?
 Why do we do it?
 For whom?
A workgroup met to revisit the existing mission and, after ensuring it answered the questions,
the following mission statement was created, discussed, and accepted by the entire group:

We are professionals who care for our community
through emergency response and risk reduction.
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Values
Values embraced by all members of an organization are extremely important, as they recognize
the features that make up the personality and culture of the organization. A workgroup met to
revisit the existing values and proposed a revision that was discussed, enhanced further, and
agreed upon by the entire group:

Community Focus



Community integration
Recognize and respond to the needs of the community

Stewardship




Transparency
Responsibility
Efficiency

Compassion





Dignity
Advocacy
Respect
Inclusive internally and externally

Professionalism







Measurable
Quality
Consistency
Innovative
Excellence
Continuous improvement

Integrity



Accountability
Trustworthiness

The Mission and Values are the foundation of this organization. Thus, every effort will be made
to keep these current and meaningful so that the individuals who make up the Spokane Valley
Fire Department are guided by them in the accomplishment of the goals, objectives, and dayto-day tasks.

Vision
The purpose of the vision is to guide strategy, performance, and future organizational purpose
from which all can perform toward success.
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A workgroup met to revisit the existing vision and, after ensuring it answered the questions,
the following global vision was created, discussed, and accepted by the entire group:

Pursuing Excellence

Department Stakeholders Work Group

Programs and Services
The department identified the following core programs provided to the community, as well as
many of the services that enable the organization to deliver those programs:
Core Programs of the Spokane Valley Fire Department
Emergency Medical Services

Fire Suppression

Rescue – Basic and Technical

Rescue Task Force

Hazardous Materials Mitigation

Wildland Fire Services

Community Risk Reduction

Domestic Preparedness Planning
and Response

Fire Investigation

Public Education
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Supporting Services of the Spokane Valley Fire Department
Training

Board of Commissioners

Human Resources

Civil Service Commission

Locals 751, 876, and 3701

Honor Guard

Fire Corps Volunteers

Pension Board

Chaplain Program

Ambulance Service Board

Medical Director

CPSE

Washington Surveying and
Rating Bureau (WSRB)

Purchasing

Vendors

Salvation Army

Red Cross

Law Enforcement

State Fire Marshal’s Office

Department of Transportation

Hospitals

State Emergency Management

Railroads

Information Technology

Peer Fitness Trainers (PFTs)

Employee Assistance Program

Families

Finance

Administration

County Communications

Internal Committees

Electric Purveyors

AMR

Dispatch

CARES

Community Involvement
Program

Community Affairs

Water Districts

Local Governments

Gas Purveyors

Mutual/Auto Aid Partners

State Legislature

Peer Counselors

S.W.O.T. Analysis
The Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) analysis is designed for an
organization to candidly identify its positive and less-than-desirable attributes. Department
stakeholders participated in this activity to record strengths and weaknesses, as well as the
possible opportunities and potential threats.

Appendix 2 consists of the SWOT data and analysis completed by department stakeholders.
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Critical Issues and Service Gaps
Following the identification and review of the agency’s SWOT, two separate groups of
department stakeholders met to identify themes as primary critical issues and service gaps.
Critical Issues and Service Gaps Identified by Department Stakeholders
Group 1

Group 2
- Regional Cooperation (agencies)

- Regionalization
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Redundancy in support services – functional
consolidation
Automatic aid / Mutual aid
Interoperability
Training
Redundancy in administrative positions
Consistency
Annexation
Services

o
- Technology
o
o
o
o
o

o

o
o
o
o
o
o

o

- Technology/Data

Project management
Interoperability (hardware/software)
Packaging
Funding
Expectations
Training

o
o
o
o
o

Communication
Narrow focus
Expectations
Generation gaps (more generations in the workforce)
People-based versus data-based
Perfection before action
Accountability
Criticism

o
- Workload
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

Interoperability (external cooperation,
hardware/software compatibility)
Social media
Beta testing
Correct pace (trendsetter vs. tried and
true)
Volume/availability/rate of change
PPE/apparatus/SCBA

o
- Communication

- Internal Culture/Customer Service
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Politics
History/culture
SPOCOM
Mutual/automatic aid
Standardized operations/training
Inconsistent services
Consolidation of services

o
o
o
o
o

o

External identify (who, what, why)
Awareness of services
Alignment
Chain-of-Command
Rumors
Inter-agency communication

- Community Relationships

Prioritization
Increased call volume
Increased age of the population
External requirements
Pace of change
Increasing specialization
Training
Mile wide, inch deep

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
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Visibility
Transparency/approachability
Responsiveness
Integrity
History
Collaboration
Silos
Consistency (roles/continuity
information)
Citizen apathy

Critical Issues and Service Gaps (continued)
Group 1
- Professional Development
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

Group 2
- Growth

Training
Retention
Funding
Opportunity
Lack of qualified applicants
Organization versus personal responsibility
Succession plan

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
- Succession Planning

- Organizational Sustainability
o Funding
o Mentorship
o Burnout
o Labor relations
o Turnover
o Governance
o Staffing
o Civil Service
o Diversity
o Leadership
o Inconsistency
o Reputation

o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

Paramedicine
(ARNP)
Ambulance
transport
Delivery models
(ARU)
RTF, Flight Medic
expansion
Mobilized medics
Regionalization
Training

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

Technology
Community
partnerships
Pace of change
Unfunded mandates
Dispatch triage
Increased call volume
Image confusion
Pharma shortage

Community Risk Reduction
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Retirements
Reduced institutional knowledge
Decreased experience
Professional development
Decreasing applicant pool/labor management
Diversity
Formal plan

o
- Service Delivery Model

- Emergency Medical Services
o

Increasing population and age
Increasing call volume
Increasing density
Decreasing infrastructure
Increasing expenses
Increasing workload (Admin)
Increasing diversity
Funding

o
o
o
o
o

o

ARU/Apparatus
HazMat
Staffing
Paramedicine
Private/Public Partnerships
CRR

Internal Processes

Training
Outside organizations
Funding/grants
Customer expectations
Staffing
Implementation (who)
Risk assessment
ROI tracking
Community education/facility education

o
o
o
o
o
o

o
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Project/program development
Program management
Program evaluation
Fleet management
Innovation awareness
Change resiliency
Ownership/functional authority

Critical Issues and Service Gaps (continued)
Group 1

Group 2

- Resiliency
o
o
o
o

Threats (economy, bad PR, natural disasters)
Technology (hacking, fire sale)
Burnout
Attrition
Employee development

o
- Training
o
o
o
o
o
o

Technology
Lack of alignment
External requirements/
unfunded mandates
Workload impact
Timelines
Diversity of training

o
o
o
o
o
o

o

Regionalization/interoperabili
ty
Employee development
Funding
Communication
Evaluate the training
Expectations
Complacency

Strategic Initiatives
Based upon all previously captured information and the determination of critical issues and
service gaps, the following strategic initiatives were identified as the foundation for the
development of goals and objectives.
Spokane Valley Fire Department Strategic Initiatives
Regionalization

Technology

Internal Communications

Community Relations

Workforce Planning

Professional Development

Emergency Medical
Services

Community Risk Reduction

Service Delivery Model

Internal Processes
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Goals and Objectives
To continuously achieve the mission of the Spokane Valley Fire Department, realistic goals and
objectives with timelines for completion must be established to enhance strengths, address
identified weaknesses, provide a clear direction, and address the concerns of the community.
These should become a focus of the department’s efforts, as they will direct the organization to
its desired future while reducing obstacles and distractions. Leadership-established work
groups should meet and manage progress toward accomplishing these goals and objectives and
adjust timelines as needs and the environment change. Regular reports of progress and changes
should be shared with the Spokane Valley Fire Department leadership.
Goal 1
Objective 1A
Timeframe

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Objective 1B
Timeframe

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Enhance and standardize the department’s relationships and cooperation with
neighboring fire agencies for safe and efficient operations.
Assess level of interest/need for operational standardization with neighboring
agencies.
1 – 3 months
Assigned to:
 Identify all key organizations
 Create a list of chief officers from the identified organizations to invite.
 Invite the list of chief officers from agencies.
 Discuss options and ideas for greater standardization.
 Gather consensus and commitment to improve operations across district borders.
 Create work groups for future tasks.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Evaluate existing operational systems regarding similarities/differences in
delivery of service.
1 – 3 months
Assigned to:
 Identify scope of work regarding delivery of service.
 Compare and contrast agency procedures amongst all key stakeholders.
 Evaluate operational procedures to determine where we can create/improve
standardization, efficiencies and safety.
 Create a report of findings and develop recommendation(s) to move forward.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:
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Objective 1C

Draft the proposed standardization changes.

Timeframe

3 – 6 months
Assigned to:
 Present findings and recommendations to the operational chiefs from all
participating agencies.
 Reach consensus regarding areas to standardize based on the
recommendation(s).
 Draft standardized process utilizing subject matter experts dealing with:

Critical Tasks

o
o
o

Funding
Estimate

Budgeting
CBA analysis
Staffing
Training

o
o
o

Information technology
WAC/RCW compliance
Maintenance

o
Capital Costs:
Personnel Costs:

Consumable Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 1D

Gain consensus among decision makers.

Timeframe

Funding
Estimate

1 – 3 months
Assigned to:
 Create presentation of proposed changes.
 Present to agency chief officers.
 Make final adjustments to presentation based on chief officer feedback.
 Present to the Board of Fire Commissioners.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 1E

Implement changes.

Timeframe

Funding
Estimate

3 – 6 months
Assigned to:
 Create a timeline for implementation.
 Develop the internal training component for those who will deliver the program
and processes.
 Schedule and deliver training to individual agencies.
 Schedule and deliver regional training to participating agencies.
 Implement changes.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 1F

Evaluate changes.

Timeframe

1 – 3 months
Assigned to:
 Create plan to re-evaluate program by original work group.
 Solicit feedback from stakeholders.
 Evaluate feedback.
 Present recommendations to operational chiefs from all agencies based on
feedback.
 Make changes as directed.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Critical Tasks

Critical Tasks

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate
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Goal 2
Objective 2A
Timeframe

Enhance SVFD’s technological capabilities to better serve the community.
Establish a cross functional committee to guide SVFD’s evaluation, adoption
and implementation of technology with an emphasis on hardware/software.

Funding
Estimate

1 month
Assigned to:
 Identify the needed team structure.
 Establish team member criteria.
 Determine the composition of the team.
 Solicit participation to meet the composition of the team.
 Develop and complete the selection process.
 Provide for the needed educational components to ensure the relevant members
have the needed training.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 2B

Identify and assess SVFD’s current technological capabilities.

Timeframe

Funding
Estimate

2 months
Assigned to:
 Develop a matrix to identify demographic information on currently used
technology (cross-functional committee).
 Distribute matrix to division and program managers.
 Provide training on purpose and use of matrix.
 Collect completed matrices from division and program managers.
 Analyze data from completed matrices.
 Compile and organize data from completed matrices.
 Prioritize data based on current perceived needs.
 Distribute summary data to leadership team for consideration.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 2C

Develop a succession plan for technology in order to maintain currency.

Timeframe

3 months
Assigned to:
 Determine life cycle of current technology based on the matrices completed by
the division/program managers.
 Analyze cost/benefit analysis of support costs versus replacement costs.
 Create a timeline based on cost/benefit analysis and perceived needs.
 Submit to leadership for consideration.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Critical Tasks

Critical Tasks

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate
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Objective 2D
Timeframe

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Objective 2E
Timeframe

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Objective 2F
Timeframe

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Develop and implement an interoperable mobile data computer platform to
enhance SVFD’s ability to perform as a regional response partner.
6 months
Assigned to:
 Create an ad hoc subcommittee to implement this objective.
 Conduct a needs assessment to identify desired outcome.
 Determine which agencies are needed to procure information from to meet desired
outcome.
 Contact regional response partners to determine the current status and format
available for desired information.
 Determine whether their information can be integrated into our technology
platform.
 Establish process for data procurement and integration.
 Retrieve data from regional response partners and integrate into our technology
platform.
 Submit to leadership for consideration.
 Create training documents.
 Provide training to SVFD personnel.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Develop and implement the use of social media for emergency notification to the
public.
2 months
Assigned to:
 Research industry best practices (Public Information Officers (PIOs) to conduct).
 Identify regional response partners’ use of emergency notification practices.
 Identify and evaluate technology needs.
 Summarize and disseminate research to identify applicable industry practices.
 Create a plan based on research.
 Create a draft Safety and Operations document and follow procedure for approval
and implementation.
 Provide training to PIOs and Command Staff.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Evaluate the effectiveness of the initiative to enhance SVFD’s technologic
capabilities to better serve the community.
Annually, ongoing
Assigned to:
 Create a survey to send to division/program managers to determine if
technological needs are being met.
 Analyze results to identify areas of needed improvement.
 Revise plan to meet identified needs.
 Submit revised plan to management.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:
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Goal 3

Objective 3A
Timeframe

Improve and, if necessary, develop new methods of internal communications
to more effectively facilitate the flow of information from opposite spectrums
of the command chain.
Utilizing the Loyalty Effect Committee, evaluate data previously obtained by
the department regarding internal communications to determine
effectiveness.

Funding
Estimate

3 months
Assigned to:
 Develop measures/methodology to analyze data.
 Evaluate changes made as a result of the most recent Communications Survey to
determine effectiveness.
 Evaluate historical data (2009 and 2013 internal surveys and focus groups) to
identify common themes.
 Identify areas of improvement; document results.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 3B

Develop and draft plan(s).

Timeframe

3 – 6 months
Assigned to:
 Incorporate essential resources to create improvement plan.
 Review proposed improvement plan. Provide feedback to Loyalty Committee.
 Revise plan created in task #2 as needed to incorporate feedback from task #3.
 Present finalized plan for approval to appropriate chain of command, as needed.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Critical Tasks

Critical Tasks
Funding
Estimate

Objective 3C
Timeframe
Critical Tasks
Funding
Estimate

Develop the internal training component for those who will deliver the
program and processes.
3 months
Assigned to:
 Develop curriculum based on program.
 Schedule and deliver training to an identified focus group.
 Evaluate effectiveness of training.
 Modify training curriculum based on evaluation.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:
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Objective 3D

Implement Proposed Plan

Timeframe

Funding
Estimate

3 – 6 months
Assigned to:
 Create a timeline for implementation.
 Schedule and deliver training to all employees.
 Implement plan.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 3E

Evaluate effectiveness

Timeframe

Ongoing
Assigned to:
 Create plan to evaluate program.
 Complete quarterly review/assessment of specific components of
communications.
 Evaluate feedback from quarterly reviews.
 Make changes as needed.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Critical Tasks

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Department Stakeholders Work Session
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Goal 4
Objective 4A
Timeframe

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Strengthen community relationships to better align with community
expectations.
Identify current community relationships.
1 month
Assigned to:
 Determine criteria for selection and participation in community relationships
with the department
 Create a work group to oversee community relationships for the department.
 Identify the current relationships and strategies used by the department to
nurture community relationships.
 Review community expectations generated by community stakeholders group
 Research other opportunities for relationships.
 Provide a summary of findings to the leadership team for future actions.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 4B

Review and analyze the findings.

Timeframe

6 months
Assigned to:
 Conduct a SWOT analysis to determine what is currently successful, how to
emulate what is working, and to set other targets.
 Research other alternatives from like size and scope departments, along with
industry best practices.
 Determine potential changes or additions based on the analysis and research.
 Create a report summarizing the findings for future action.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Objective 4C
Timeframe

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Create program alignment to meet current community expectations along with
needed process changes.
1 year
Assigned to:
 Revise or enhance current programs that remain within the organization.
 Develop new programs based on findings of the research and analysis.
 Eliminate unsuccessful programs that are not providing the expected outcomes.
 Develop Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), as well as Quality
Improvement/Quality Assurance (QI/QA) measurement pieces to assist in
determining success and return on investment.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:
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Objective 4D
Timeframe

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Develop a comprehensive communication program to educate the community
about our agency.
1 year
Assigned to:
 Identify target audiences and set communication goals
 Identify vehicles and channels of communication.
 Create key message to include:
o
o
o

What we do
How we do it
Why we do it

 Develop training for delivery.
 Train on SOPs/SOGs
 Conduct a cost analysis.
 Present to the leadership team.
 Evaluate and monitor the new program based on KPI, QI, and QA.
 Continually update as needed.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Department Stakeholders Work Group
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Goal 5
Objective 5A
Timeframe

Create a comprehensive workforce management plan to achieve anticipated
needs.
Identify baselines by creating a workforce profile based on best practices.
1 month
Assigned to:
 Identify the demographics of department personnel by:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Division and position
Age
Gender
Ethnicity/race
Length of service
Retirement eligibility
Time in position

 Identify and analyze the demographics of the divisions and positions using the
parameters of:
Critical Tasks

o
o
o
o

Average
Mean
Mode
90th percentile

 Identify the historical rate of growth.
 Identify the historical rate of attrition.
 Inventory by time, hours, and days, the workload of the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Funding
Estimate

Division/position
Cadre
Projects
Response
Training
Meetings
Seasonal

o
Capital Costs:
Personnel Costs:

Consumable Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 5B

Analyze the workforce profile.

Timeframe

1 month
Assigned to:
 Conduct the workforce profile review.
 Compare the staffing levels and the workload.
 Define the current gaps and overlaps.
 Summarize the findings and report to the leadership team for future action.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Critical Tasks
Funding
Estimate
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Objective 5C

Identify anticipated workforce needs.

Timeframe

Funding
Estimate

6 months
Assigned to:
 Research best practice benchmarks to determine the most effective resources for
workforce management.
 Forecast any future mission changes in the work of the agency and how the
changes will affect the workforce.
 Forecast the future workforce needs based upon current empirical workforce
analysis.
 Summarize the findings and report to the leadership team for future action.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 5D

Develop a plan to align with the identified needs.

Timeframe

9 months
Assigned to:
 Utilize a functional analysis to determine appropriate organizational workforce
structure.
 Develop a plan proposal to fill the identified needs – short and long term.
 Establish KPI and QI/QA measurement factors.
 Identify stakeholders based upon the proposed plan.
 Present the proposals to stakeholders to get feedback.
 Finalize the plan.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Critical Tasks

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Objective 5E

Implement the plan.

Timeframe

Funding
Estimate

6 months
Assigned to:
 Provide overview of the plan to include ‘who, why, when, and how’ to key
stakeholders.
 Develop and deliver all appropriate training.
 Create and/or update the department SOPs/SOGs as needed.
 Execute the plan.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 5F

Evaluate and monitor the plan for needed changes.

Timeframe

Ongoing
Assigned to:
 Review outputs from the KPIs, QI, and QA measures.
 Report on the KPI, QI, and QA review to the previously identified stakeholders.
 Establish a plan with relevant timeframes for evaluation and revision.
 Continually update the workforce management plan to reflect the mission
changes, technology advances, funding levels, and other change drivers.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Critical Tasks

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate
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Goal 6
Objective 6A
Timeframe

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Objective 6B
Timeframe
Critical Tasks
Funding
Estimate

Provide professional development opportunities to enhance succession
planning.
Identify and evaluate all current technical competencies and Knowledge, Skills,
and Abilities (KSAs) for all positions within the organization.
8 months
Assigned to:
 Identify all organizational job functions.
 Review all current job descriptions.
 Identify all KSAs for all job functions and positions.
 Evaluate all current position expectations.
 Summarize all findings and report to leadership.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Identify and evaluate all current programs and technical competencies/KSAs
relevant to industry best practices.
3 months
Assigned to:
 Identify all current professional development efforts, both formal and informal.
 Identify current industry best practices.
 Summarize all findings and report to leadership.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 6C

Evaluate and identify gaps to address needs.

Timeframe

18 months
Assigned to:
 Analyze all job functions.
 Analyze all job descriptions.
 Analyze all job expectations.
 Quantify all KSAs per job function.
 Analyze all formal professional development efforts.
 Analyze any identified industry best practices.
 Perform a gap analysis using preset parameters.
 Prioritize the findings.
 Summarize all findings and report to leadership.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Objective 6D
Timeframe
Critical Tasks
Funding
Estimate

Develop a comprehensive Professional Development program, ensuring that
all functional groups and labor management are included.
1 year
Assigned to:
 Modify any current, viable efforts to meet the identified gaps.
 Develop any new programs to meet identified gaps (e.g. credentialing).
 Remove all non-viable and redundant programs.
 Prepare a deployment plan for all programs.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:
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Objective 6E

Beta-test and train personnel on the new program.

Timeframe

9 months
Assigned to:
 Identify the beta-test members.
 Identify the beta-test timeframe.
 Train the members of the test group.
 Evaluate the beta-test.
 Modify the program based on the results of the beta-test if needed.
 Train all personnel on the new program.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Objective 6F

Implement and support the program.

Timeframe

Ongoing
Assigned to:
 Implement the program based on prioritization and needed.
 Provide support for the implemented program and its segments.
 Evaluate the success and challenges annually, then ongoing.
 Make revisions after evaluation as needed.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Critical Tasks
Funding
Estimate

Goal 7
Objective 7A
Timeframe

Critical Tasks

Develop an emergency medical services (EMS) system that is responsive to the
changing needs of the community.
Conduct an internal analysis of the department’s EMS delivery model.
2 months
Assigned to:
 Gather relevant data from:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

FDM
ESCI
Stakeholder feedback
Community Risk Assessment – Standards of Cover
Communications feed
Ambulance contract
County/integrated EMS
ESO
Any other identified sources

Funding
Estimate

 Determine the parameters to use to compile the data.
 Compile and analyze the data.
 Summarize and report the findings for future action.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 7B

Evaluate the EMS system through a third-party subject matter expert.

Timeframe

4 months
Assigned to:
 Seek approval from the Board of Fire Commissioners to proceed.
 Advertise for proposals.
 Select vendor through the established process.
 Execute the contract for work.
 Support any external evaluation needed.
 Review the report findings.

Critical Tasks
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Funding
Estimate

Capital Costs:
Personnel Costs:

Objective 7C

Develop recommended changes to the EMS delivery model.

Timeframe

6 months
Assigned to:
 Prioritize the findings.
 Develop a draft plan.
 Present the plan to identified stakeholders (internal and external).
 Adjust the plan based on any feedback received.
 Finalize the plan.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Consumable Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 7D

Develop funding and implementation timelines.

Timeframe

4 months
Assigned to:
 Identify the financial impact of plan implementation, using the following actions:
o
o
o
o

Critical Tasks

 Develop funding recommendations for the Board of Fire Commissioners.
 Develop a timeline to:
o
o
o
o

Funding
Estimate

Review the budget.
Review the levy cycle.
Meet with finance for further guidance.
Review current labor agreements.

Establish administrative controls to include timeframes and milestone check in
points.
Break out tasks.
Create the order of events.
Assemble the tasks based on relationships.

 Present the findings to the Board of Fire Commissioners.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 7E

Implement the new EMS service delivery model.

Timeframe

Funding
Estimate

3 months
Assigned to:
 Determine the appropriate channels to deliver information about the new plan.
 Deliver the information to the appropriate customers including implementation
dates.
 Assign tasks and resources.
 Monitor the progress and adjust if necessary.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 7F

Evaluate the projected outcomes to determine success or revision needs.

Timeframe

Ongoing
Assigned to:
 Identify the desired outcomes and related metrics.
 Measure the implemented changes.
 Compare the desired outcomes against the measured change.
 Report the findings for further action.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Critical Tasks

Critical Tasks
Funding
Estimate
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Goal 8
Objective 8A
Timeframe

Improve organizational understanding, acceptance, and delivery of community
risk reduction (CRR) models to manage identified risks in our community.
Gather and identify organizational baseline of the CRR model.

Funding
Estimate

6 months
Assigned to:
 Conduct survey/questionnaire of identified stakeholders.
 Create formal and informal feedback forums.
 Inventory existing programs and deliverables.
 Summarize the findings and report to the leadership team for further action.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 8B

Analyze internal baseline results for alignment with desired outcomes.

Timeframe

Funding
Estimate

6 months
Assigned to:
 Review the findings as identified and further categorize and streamline if needed.
 Research best practices and other programs from like size and scope
departments.
 Conduct a gap analysis between current outcomes versus expected outcomes.
 Analyze information gathered from the best practices research.
 Summarize the findings and develop recommendations for leadership team
consideration.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 8C

Create an internal CRR education program to align to expected outcomes.

Timeframe

Funding
Estimate

1 year
Assigned to:
 Develop the CRR education plan based on the findings and analysis conducted.
 Conduct a cost analysis of the proposed program and secure funding
 Create an internal training plan to ensure all relevant members are trained
accordingly.
 Identify a beta-test audience.
 Conduct a beta-test based on the training plan.
 Modify the plan based on the results of the beta-test.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 8D

Implement, support, and evaluate the CRR education program.

Critical Tasks

Critical Tasks

Critical Tasks

Timeframe

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Assigned to:
Schedule Training
Deliver Training to targeted groups/stakeholders
Solicit and evaluate feedback from stakeholders
Evaluate and measure the internal acceptance and delivery of CRR programs
(buy-in.)
 Incorporate changes into the training plan.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:
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Goal 9
Objective 9A
Timeframe

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Enhance the department’s service delivery model to anticipate the changing
needs of our community.
Evaluate the current service delivery model used by the department.
2 months
Assigned to:
 Collect the data relative to the service delivery model from:
o
o
o
o
o
o

WSRB
ESCI
Accreditation documents
FDM – yearly trends and response data
Geographic fire risk analysis
Community feedback

 Compile the data to be conducive for evaluation and analysis.
 Determine the parameters for evaluation and analysis.
 Analyze the data based on the analysis parameters.
 Summarize and report the findings for further action.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 9B

Forecast and determine the anticipated community needs.

Timeframe

3 months
Assigned to:
 Review the community feedback to identify any important trends.
 Review current census data to determine growth and demographic changes.
 Review community risk reduction data dealing with:

Critical Tasks

o
o
o
o

Falls
Mental health
Drug use and relevant epidemic issues
Any other identified social or risk-based issues

Funding
Estimate

 Review the most current Urban Growth Plan.
 Compile the data to be conducive for evaluation and analysis.
 Determine the parameters for evaluation and analysis.
 Analyze the data based on the analysis parameters.
 Summarize and report the findings for further action.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 9C

Identify the gaps

Timeframe

2 months
Assigned to:
 Compare the findings of Objectives 9A and 9B.
 Identify the differences and the gaps.
 Prioritize the findings based on parameters established by the department.
 Develop a draft plan using/considering the industry’s best practices to overcome
the identified gaps.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate
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Objective 9D

Present the plan to address the gaps.

Timeframe

2 months
Assigned to:
 Identify the internal decision-making stakeholders. Representation should
include stakeholders from:

Critical Tasks

o
o
o
o
o

Labor
Operations
Support Services
Training
Board Chair or designee

Funding
Estimate

 Assemble the stakeholders for the presentation of the plan.
 Present the findings and seek agreement on plan implementation or
identification of revision points.
 Revise the plan if needed based on feedback.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 9E

Develop funding and implementation timelines.

Timeframe

2 months
Assigned to:
 Identify the financial impact of plan implementation, using the following actions:
o
o
o
o

Critical Tasks

 Develop funding recommendations for the Board of Fire Commissioners.
 Develop a timeline to:
o
o
o
o

Funding
Estimate

Review the budget.
Review the levy cycle.
Meet with finance for further guidance.
Review current labor agreements.

Establish administrative controls to include timeframes and milestone check in
points.
Break out tasks.
Create the order of events.
Assemble the tasks based on relationships.

 Present the findings to the Board of Fire Commissioners.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:
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Objective 9F

Implement the new service delivery model.

Timeframe

1 month
Assigned to:
 Determine the appropriate channels to deliver information about the new plan.
 Deliver the information to the appropriate customers including implementation
dates.
 Assign tasks and resources.
 Monitor the progress and adjust if necessary.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Objective 9G

Evaluate the outcomes to determine success or revision needs.

Timeframe

Ongoing
Assigned to:
 Identify the desired outcomes and related metrics.
 Measure the implemented changes.
 Compare the desired outcomes against the measured change.
 Report the findings for further action.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Critical Tasks
Funding
Estimate

Department Stakeholders Work Session
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Goal 10
Objective 10A
Timeframe

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Develop and implement internal processes that are consistent with industry
best practices and department values.
Evaluate current workflow processes used within the department.
4 months
Assigned to:
 Identify and prioritize current processes to evaluate.
 Interview other program managers to identify divisions with shared processes.
 Work with impacted program managers to evaluate workflow processes with
needed improvement.
 Prioritize processes.
 Conduct evaluation of shared processes.
 Summarize the findings and report to the leadership team for future action.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Objective 10B

Research, develop and implement improved workflow processes.

Timeframe

6 months
Assigned to:
 Research best practices from similar agencies.
 Evaluate how other processes would work for this department.
 Develop the actual processes to be used, including revision of current processes.
 Develop and test training guides for impacted staff.
 Train impacted staff.
 Implement improved workflow processes.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Objective 10C

Develop an improved program implementation process.

Timeframe

3 months
Assigned to:
 Identify and evaluate current SVFD program implementation processes.
 Research industry best practices for program implementation.
 Determine best practice for SVFD.
 Develop an implementation process.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Critical Tasks
Funding
Estimate
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Objective 10D

Train employees on improved program implementation process.

Timeframe

6 months
Assigned to:
 Identify target audience.
 Develop training materials.
 Identify appropriate staff to provide training.
 Schedule training.
 Provide training.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:

Critical Tasks

Funding
Estimate

Objective 10E
Timeframe
Critical Tasks
Funding
Estimate

Evaluate the effectiveness of the initiative to improve internal processes to
better serve internal customers.
Annually, ongoing
Assigned to:
 Create a survey to determine if internal process needs are being met.
 Analyze results to identify areas of needed improvement.
 Revise plan to meet identified needs.
 Submit revised plan to leadership.
Capital Costs:
Consumable Costs:
Personnel Costs:
Contract Services Costs:
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Strategic Plan Vision
On the final day of the process, the CPSE presented a strategic plan vision of the organization in
the future, if the strategic plan is accomplished. This is not to override the department’s global
vision but rather, to confirm the futurity of the work that was designed by the department
stakeholders. This vision is intended as a target of excellence to strive toward and provides a
basis for the strategic plan’s goals and objectives.

Spokane Valley Fire Department’s 2023 Vision
is to continue to be recognized as an internationally accredited fire service agency that
remains community focused and is pursuing excellence.

Seeking

always to be efficient and effective, our improved service delivery model and
updated internal process initiatives will show we value stewardship of the resources
entrusted to us. We will further this with greater understanding of how to better use
technology regionally to best serve our customers.

Valuing

our greatest assets - our members - we will ensure an appropriately staffed
organization that is ready for the future through our workforce planning and professional
development initiatives. We will focus on future succession and ensure the members of the
Spokane Valley Fire Department are prepared for growth, challenges, and change, while
always maintaining personal and professional integrity. All of this will be strengthened
through more efficient internal communications systems that will keep us in unison and
oriented on what is yet to come.

For us to show compassion, we will continue to strive to provide the best customer service,
while enhancing our emergency medical delivery and community risk reduction efforts to
provide for and protect those who live, work, and play in the district. We will show we care
for our community as we continue to maintain and grow our relationships, becoming further
unified with those we serve.

Dedicated to pursuing excellence, we will always show our commitment by holding each
other accountable for fulfilling our mission, living our values, accomplishing our goals, and
making this vision for the future a reality.
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Performance Measurement

 If you don’t measure the results of your plan, you
can’t tell success from failure.
 If you can’t see success, you can’t reward it.
 If you can’t reward success, you’re probably
rewarding failure.
 If you can’t see success, you can’t learn from it.
 If you can’t recognize failure, you can’t correct it.
 If you can demonstrate results, you can win public
support.
Reinventing Government
David Osborn and Ted Gaebler

To assess and ensure that an organization is
delivering on the promises made in their
strategic plan, the organization’s leaders must
determine performance measures for which
they are fully accountable. As output
measurement can be challenging, the
organization must focus on the assessment of
progress toward achieving improved output.
Organizations must further be prepared to
revisit and revise their goals, objectives, and
performance measures to keep up with accomplishments and environmental changes.

To establish that the agency’s strategic plan is achieving results, the process of managing for
results should be utilized, to include:
 Identification of strategic goals and objectives;
 Determination of resources necessary to achieve them;
 Analysis and evaluation of performance data; and
 Use of data to drive continuous improvement in the organization.
Types of measures to consider that may be utilized include:
 Inputs - Value of resource used to produce an output.
 Outputs – Quantifiable units produced which are activity-oriented and measurable.
 Efficiency - Inputs used per output (or outputs per input).
 Service Quality - The degree to which customers are satisfied with a program, or how
accurately or timely a service is provided.
 Outcome - Qualitative consequences associated with a program/service; i.e., the ultimate
benefit to the customer. Focused on the “why” of providing a service.

The Success of the Strategic Plan
The agency has approached its desire to develop and implement a strategic plan by asking for
and receiving input from the community and members of the organization during the
development stage of the planning process. To assist in the development of this plan, the agency
used professional guidance to conduct a community-driven strategic planning process. The
success of this strategic plan will not depend upon implementation of the goals and their related
objectives, but upon support received from the jurisdictions, the members of the organization,
and the community-at-large.
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Appendix 1 – Community Findings
Community Expectations
Understanding what the greater Spokane Valley community expects of its fire emergency
services organization is critically important to developing a long-range perspective. With this
knowledge, internal emphasis may need to be changed or bolstered to fulfill the community
needs.
Respondents were asked to list, in priority order, up to five subjects relative to the expectations
they have for Fire Emergency Services. Responses were then analyzed for themes and weighted.
The weighting of the prioritized responses was as follows: if it was the respondent’s first entry,
then it received five weighted points. Weighting gradually decreased so that if it was the
respondent’s fifth entry, then it received one weighted point. The weighted themes were then
sorted from the highest cumulative weight to the lowest cumulative weight and listed below.
The numbers in the parentheses are the cumulative weighted value that correlated with the
theme identified. While the themes are listed in prioritized, weighted order, all responses were
important in the planning process. The following are the responses of the key stakeholders:
Community Expectations of the Spokane Valley Fire Department
(in priority order)
1. Respond quickly and efficiently to emergency calls. Response time. Quick response time. To respond
quickly (and prepared) to emergency situations - fire, medical, disaster, etc. To provide effective
emergency services in a timely manner. Keep us safe by responding quickly. (143)
2. Make sure personnel are properly trained and ready to respond to these calls. Properly trained
crews. Proper training for the job. Well-trained/ready staff who will work safely. (82)
3. Educate the community. More education for general community on what all the services are done
by SVFD. Provide public safety training. Educate the community. Education outreach for prevention
to adults. Training the community in first response. (80)
4. Have equipment/technology that is state-of-the-art to keep the community safe. Innovation in
practices and equipment. All equipment needed for the job. Right equipment for the job. Reliable
tools and equipment. (74)
5. To view incidents as a "region" regardless of jurisdiction and provide aid/assistance to neighboring
districts/departments (good partner in regional response). Be good regional partner with other law
and fire districts/departments on coordinated/joint responses. 911/emergency communications,
buying power, etc. Work collaboratively with other organizations and stakeholders to increase the
effectiveness of the fire department and response to emergent situations. (52)
6. Be a trustworthy steward of taxpayer dollars. Efficient use of resources. To be good stewards of the
resources provided by the community (taxes). Use funding responsibly. Be transparent on staffing
and budget. (40)
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7. Engage and participate in the community. Great community engagement. Community involvement:
open houses/fire training/CPR classes. To be a good partner with the community - be present. Be
heavily involved in community activities. Be a strong part of the community - collaborate. Good
communication between the fire department and the community. Transparent and timely
communication with partners and the community. (37)
8. Provide a basic safety net of care for the community. High-level care when responding. Provide
safety in extra circumstances. Community safety. Protection of people - medically and via
disaster/emergency management plan and communication. (28)
9. Professional staff representation in all aspects whether an emergency or community event. Be
professional on duty. (23)
10. Medical response. Up-to-date medical knowledge. Paramedic services in coordination with
ambulance and hospital providers. Cutting-edge, data-driven patient care in the emergency setting.
(22)
11. Fire code enforcement. Realistic building regulation pertaining to fire prevention. Keep up with the
most current code revisions and implement them. (18)
12. Risk prevention. Low (reduced) property and life safety risk to the serviced community. Help
prevent injury and accidents by addressing systems, policies, and environmental changes.
Leadership in community risk reduction activities. (17)
13. The department is properly staffed to handle calls throughout the Valley with enough fire stations
located in areas to improve response times. To always have enough personnel on duty at all times.
(15)
14. Regular inspections of public buildings and businesses. (14)
15. Putting out fires. (10)
16. Rescuing people from car wrecks. Rescuing people who are trapped in buildings, cars, houses, etc.
(10)
17. Proper disaster planning. Ready for major disasters. To be a partner in disaster planning/service in
the cases of extreme safety needs. (10)
18. Provide excellent fire and rescue services to the community.
19. Provide great customer service. (8)
20. The fire department is able to provide fair wages and able to recruit well-qualified individuals. (6)
21. Care and support of employees and volunteers. Ability to care for fire department employees - access
to healthcare, access to PTSD trauma care, environment/culture that fosters support when an
employee needs support and when an employee needs trauma/PTSD counseling. (6)
22. The ability to respond to emergency situations in an effective and efficient manner.
23. To be able to reach me or mine. (5)
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24. Maintain operational readiness to the highest degree possible. (5)
25. Improvement to ability to serve/support the areas within each of the fire department's scope. (5)
26. Communicate the needs of a growing community from the fire department's viewpoint. (5)
27. Maintain a high standard/rating to positively impact insurance ratings. (5)
28. Ability (within operations) to be flexible to test/pilot best practices. (5)
29. Properly plan for future growth and development. (4)
30. When out in the public, greet people - just a hello or smile. (4)
31. To reduce the toll of premature death and disability in our community. (4)
32. Good understanding, recognition, and handling of mental health issues in our community. (4)
33. Strong, positive labor relations. (3)
34. To have specific emergency preparedness plans in place. (3)
35. Have basic knowledge of food and water safety. (3)
36. Have proper leadership in place to direct the agency. Strong leadership that encourages excellence,
encourages innovation. (3)
37. Protect property – pre-fire site visits, fire hydrant checks, grow with community (personnel and
equipment). (3)
38. Talk about doing Ride to Care like Spokane? (3)
39. Ability to resolve requests from the community. (3)
40. Increased importance of hiring staff who can live the mission and vision of the SVFD. (3)
41. Operation and maintenance of public address systems. (3)
42. Strategic plan will recognize growth in population and create a methodology, so the services
maintain a high level of integrity and are not negatively impacted. (3)
43. Collection of call data to identify primary areas of concern. (3)
44. Demonstrated patience through interoperability issue, which was required to implement mutual aid
agreement. (2)
45. Know how to deal with pets. (2)
46. Financial stability and security. (2)
47. Safe zones for us to go to in case something really bad happens - list made public before an event.
(2)
48. Protect the environment - hazardous waste training. (2)
49. Diverse workforce. (2)
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50. Development assistance for expanding commercial and residential expansions. (2)
51. Identify and implement best practices for service provision to the whole community (i.e.
access/functional needs). (2)
52. To be nimble and quick to adjust to external forces (i.e., change in economy, change in public policy).
(2)
53. Innovative. Innovation in the way services are delivered. (2)
54. Reducing fire hazards in rural areas, forests. (2)
55. Provide calming influence in emergency medical situations. (2)
56. Develop a business plan that maximizes best value at the lowest cost. (2)
57. Review mutual aid agreement on an annual basis. (2)
58. Investigations - causes of fires. (1)
59. Kindness to both people and pets at bad events. (1)
60. Look at putting together an Eastern Washington Fire Code Committee to help the different
jurisdictions to be more uniform with code enforcement. (1)
61. Address continuity of operations across full-service spectrum. (1)
62. To build capacity in a deliberate and thoughtful way. (1)
63. To be a trusted service in our community. (1)
64. Progressive/forward thinking/big picture - fire service versus fire department. (1)
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Areas of Community Concern
The planning process would be incomplete without an expression from the community
stakeholders regarding concerns about the organization. Some areas of concern may in fact be
a weakness within the delivery system, while some weaknesses may also be misperceptions
based upon a lack of information, understanding, or incorrect information.
Respondents were asked to list, in priority order, up to five concerns they have about or for the
agency. Responses were then analyzed for themes and weighted. The weighting of the
prioritized concerns was as follows: if it was the respondent’s first entry, then it received five
weighted points. Weighting gradually decreased so that if it was the respondent’s fifth entry,
then it received one weighted point. The weighted themes were then sorted from the highest
cumulative weight to the lowest cumulative weight and listed below. The numbers in the
parentheses are the cumulative weighted value that correlated with the theme identified. While
the themes are listed in prioritized, weighted order, all responses were important in the
planning process. The following are the concerns of the community stakeholders prioritized
and weighted accordingly:
Areas of Community Concern for and about the Spokane Valley Fire Department
(verbatim, in priority order)
1. Available qualified staff and labor. Enough staff to handle calls/job volume? Not enough new staff.
Recruitment. Retention of employees. Are we properly staffed? (84)
2. I am concerned that the fire department will start to have an increase in calls about basic social
needs as the community changes. Keeping up with the rapid growth areas throughout the valley.
Quick response with growth in the district. Growth versus expenses. (69)
3. Having enough funding in place for personnel, equipment, technology. Not enough funds. Funding
to provide the quick response, training, prevention. Is there enough budget for their mission? (68)
4. Proper equipment in working order? Keeping equipment and facilities up-to-date. Does the
department have enough equipment for elderly and disabled people? Safe equipment. (44)
5. Training for active shooter. Training for natural disasters. Is the training to perform the job
adequate? Training and currency/continuity of training. (41)
6. Budget over/under operated correctly? Is the SVFD looking into all possible avenues to keep
expenses low? For example, the city fire department runs an ARU program (smaller pickups) to
reduce wear/tear on expensive engines. Example 2 - are fire stations being built to look great versus
being one step above functional? Are we using our funding effectively and efficiently? (26)
7. Response time in Millwood due to trains and countywide. Trains delaying rigs from getting to where
they are needed. The only concern is the continuing problem of the BNSF and getting to the fires and
emergencies in a timely manner. Railroad - concerns about delays in any response from Spokane to
Liberty Lake. (22)
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8. Cost of new stations. As the valley gets more developed, that means we are going to need more fire
stations. A main concern would be how to obtain that goal of much-needed facilities, while keeping
taxes/levies reasonable. The cost of delivering services. (21)
9. Educating residents on fire safety. Availability and quality of educational information/preventative
programs. Lack of participation in public education including schools. (16)
10. Public health issues - addiction and mental health. Drug addiction - treatment referrals on scene? Is
the department training on recognizing individuals in the community that are unstable and may be
a threat? (15)
11. I am concerned about the lack of diversity within the department. Lack of diversity - no female
firefighters; very unusual for a department your size. (11)
12. Coordinating communication with the police and other agencies. (9)
13. Never understood the fire department/ambulance double-up on ambulance calls. How's that affect
the budget? (9)
14. Better coordination with law enforcement in alerting neighbors about emergencies. (9)
15. Stations strategically located for best response times? Location of stations designed to effectively
cover community. (8)
16. Collaboration with community on roadway design and functionality/safety. Collaboration with
community on home and building design/function/safety. (7)
17. Changes in healthcare (funding, providers). Changing healthcare environment and uncertainty of
public policy regarding healthcare. (7)
18. Is there enough positive collaboration between response and risk reduction lines? (7)
19. Overtime. The cost of overtime hours. (7)
20. Safety for the firefighters - first responders encounter violent people. Safety of the firefighters being
able to drive the roads and streets and not be delayed because of cars not moving over. (6)
21. Shifting demographics of the serviced community. (5)
22. Not just with SVFD, but with all regional departments - the ability (or lack of) to set aside historical
issues/tensions to create positive/trusting regional relationships. Note: SVFD does an excellent job
- I list this as a concern because I want to make sure that due to "politics," it remains a focus and
does not get sidetracked. (5)
23. Apartment - dense urban growth. The large number of apartments in a congested area by Indiana
and Sullivan. (5)
24. Lack of resources to respond in an effective manner to emergent situations due to the lack of clarity
concerning emergency prioritization. (5)
25. Not enough volunteers to help if something goes sideways. (5)
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26. Is enough support given to planning efforts? (5)
27. Ability to provide Rescue Task Force (RTF) resources to smaller jurisdictions through a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) (for areas too small to provide their own). (5)
28. Accomplishing strategic goals with existing tax levy and not increasing taxes. (5)
29. Morale/appearance - you're suing one of the labor groups. Looks terrible and has eroded members'
morale. Collaborative relationship between labor and administration, which promotes quality,
growth, innovation, etc. (5)
30. Lack of forums to communicate with the local fire protection companies for input on code issues
related to our local community. (5)
31. Customer interactions and perceptions can be perceived as self-centered with self-importance
above the customer. (5)
32. Number of retired firefighters on the Fire Commission - elected too many. (5)
33. Redundancy of services with other organizations. (5)
34. Availability for review and concerns regarding fire code requirements and inspections.
35. I'm unaware of how data is being used to drive activities. (5)
36. Are elections the best funding and personnel process? (5)
37. Old and bureaucratic processes that are expensive and over-deliver resources when not needed. (5)
38. Long hours for the fire department staff. (5)
39. Data collection across boundaries from fire districts surrounding the Valley. (5)
40. Are the members of the fire department in good physical shape to handle emergencies? (4)
41. I wish we ran our own AMR services. I think patient care would not be lost in the crossover from fire
to AMR. (4)
42. Need to increase aerial fire resources. (4)
43. Technology that supports the business/community needs. (4)
44. Continued support of Rescue Task Force. (4)
45. Maintaining high professional standards. (4)
46. Need for new models in pre-hospital care to eliminate unneeded ER visits use and telemedicine. (4)
47. Multiple vehicles to minor events. (4)
48. At times, I haven't felt the sense of hustle or urgency from the fire department employees responding
to medical calls - don't understand why they go to medical calls, but not hustle (ambulance the same
way). (4)
49. Is it possible to reduce number of personnel responding to non-fire issues? (4)
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50. May become top heavy, i.e., too many chiefs and not enough Indians. (4)
51. Are partnerships used to enhance each other to make a difference in areas of concern? (4)
52. Are we taking the learnings from the past fire seasons and implementing them in our community to
prevent the same from happening? (4)
53. The "brotherhood" of old school thinking. (4)
54. Low-acuity (Alpha, Bravo) calls are utilizers of resources - not financially viable. (4)
55. Transition of fighting fires to more EMS response. (4)
56. Concerned about maintaining the strong customer service as the needs of the community increase.
(3)
57. How an MOU with another fire district works for the citizen. As a citizen in this situation, I want to
be assured that I will get a quick response, but do not have any outreach to us. (3)
58. Integration of fire stations into neighborhoods as a community resource. Integration of fire stations
as part of public campuses integrated with other services - police, libraries, parks, etc. (3)
59. Promoting local firefighters into management is very important - growing leadership. Lot of outside
hires for senior positions - why? (3)
60. Why are any of the stations paying for any supplies, toilet paper, etc. - community should be doing
that. (3)
61. I think we need another Mako. He was a value that we are missing. (3)
62. Do staff and volunteers receive the support they need? (3)
63. Railroad cargo - does SVFD have enough trained HazMat firefighters? Do you have a coordinated
plan and equipment for proper response (PPE)? (3)
64. Adaptability - alternative response models and community paramedicine - continue to explore (I
know you've done this). (3)
65. Ability on prehospital to partner with Valley Hospital and independent of regional EMS to keep
patient (when appropriate in the Valley). (3)
66. The new Liberty Lake fire house seems to be in a very poor location. Tiny lot close to a corner. (3)
67. Increasing homeless population and demand on services. (3)
68. Jurisdictional ownership/conflict. (3)
69. Does the department use metrics to improve services? (3)
70. EOP preparedness. (3)
71. Equipment purchased for "egos." (3)
72. Medical-related insurance costs. (3)
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73. Potential legislation that may be harmful to the fire service. (3)
74. I am concerned about the stress and trauma that firefighters experience. (2)
75. Effective maintenance of personnel and equipment. (2)
76. Are we ready for a major event? (2)
77. Expectation creep - fire cannot be the catch-all for all community needs. (2)
78. Mutual aid with CDA-Kootenai/Post Falls for fire/HazMat. (2)
79. Communication amongst the staff. (2)
80. Uncertain political environment. (2)
81. "The comparables" in the fire department salary comparison are not all relevant. I mean the pay in
Spokane may not be related to other communities that are used in the surveys. (2)
82. Urban/rural boundaries - fire protection/wildfire threat. (2)
83. What absorbs the department's time, so they can't focus on prevention? (2)
84. Is coverage appropriate for our city? (2)
85. "Taj Mahals." (2)
86. Assure the community voice (people of color, diversity). (2)
87. Privatization of EMS care/first responders (contracting). (2)
88. Making sure levies pass. (1)
89. Code enforcement - collecting fines for those not following the rules. (1)
90. Adoption of European regulations that don't necessarily apply here. (1)
91. Average age of firefighters. (1)
92. Radio and alternate communication tools with mutual aid partners. (1)
93. Organizational succession planning. (1)

94. Need more unified, countywide programs. (1)
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Community Stakeholders Work Session

Positive Community Feedback
The CPSE promotes the belief that, for a strategic plan to be valid, the community’s view on the
organization’s strengths must be established. Needless efforts are often put forth in overdeveloping areas that are already successful. However, proper utilization and promotion of
strengths may often help the organization overcome or offset some of the identified
weaknesses.
Positive Community Comments about the Spokane Valley Fire Department
(verbatim, in no particular order)
 Always friendly.
 Quick response time.
 Knowledgeable, well trained.
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 Good public perception.
 Strong presence in the community.
 Availability for quick response.
 Willing to pitch in.
 World class facilities, apparatus and equipment.
 Good people, competent, good to work with.
 Accredited and obviously engaged in strategic planning, best practices etc.
 Outreach – mailed newsletter works and makes info accessible to all.
 Department officers / chief seem open to ideas and suggestions.
 Attendance at the community outreach events – school, Halloween, Valley Fest etc.
 Great response to fire suppression and calls.
 Professional, well trained staff.
 Community education and public outreach.
 Innovative.
 Good leadership.
 Outstanding service provider.
 Great community presence / involvement.
 Lowered our insurance rates ---- thank you!
 Fiscal management is very good.
 Highly professional organization.
 Strong leadership provided by Chief Collins.
 New / modern facilities
 RTF partnership with Spokane County Sheriff’s Office (SCSO)
 Emergency medical services is great, having used their services many times.
 Involvement in community services, first aid, COPD, etc.
 Excellent community reduction efforts.
 Responsive to community needs.
 Professional and dedicated first responders.
 Participation in community emergency preparedness efforts.
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 Smoke detector install – great!
 Love the department open house.
 Love the safe zone at each house – however public needs more info about it.
 I feel safe here – overall great response time each time I needed you.
 All firefighters show up with smiles and make you feel like you matter – they never judge.
 No matter how many times they come out to the same address – they come and make you feel like you
are their first concern.
 The many programs the fire department does for the schools and neighborhoods are awesome.
 SVFD is one of the best I have seen – with the care they put into the community – (I have lived in four
states).
 I think the department has a very quick response time and its able to shift resources between stations
so that way response time is always fast and there always enough available resources.
 Communication between the department and the community. I feel like the department is great when
it comes to communicating areas that could be blocked off during a fire with the public. Also, the
department communicates safety hazards as well and how residents can prevent fires from
happening.
 The department plans out its needs often well in advance, including needs for new fire stations and
sets out goals on how that will be achieved. Also, they make a plan to communicate that plan with the
public, so they are informed when a levy comes up in elections.
 High profile/well respected.
 Good leadership.
 Willingness to participate in local activities.
 Very professional.
 Very visible in the community.
 Easy to talk to when going through building design reviews for fire protection.
 Works well with the water districts.
 Willingness to engage with the community to address specific issues and topics.
 Willingness to change policies, systems, and the environment to reduce injury and accidents.
 Great presence in the community.
 Well trained personnel.
 Good community partner.
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 Excellent prevention outreach.
 Many firefighters stay with department (rather than move to other departments).
 Quick response time – both to fires and the paramedics and EMTs.
 Kindness in the face of tragedy.
 Great CPR and first-aid classes.
 Field trips for the children. The department does a great job and it is important for the children to see,
especially the scary outfit – so they won’t run and hide when a firefighter enters during a fire.
 Well managed – good use of public funds – great stewards.
 Prompt response times.
 Professional and expert service.
 Civility and courteousness in working with the community.
 Collaboration with the public sector – roads/infrastructure design and construction.
 Collaboration with private sector – building and business design for safety / functionality.
 CPR success rate!
 Community involvement/outreach.
 Professional/compassionate staff/firefighters.
 Recent accreditation achievement for reduced insurance rates.
 Fire/medical/accidents situations seem to be handled effectively.
 Quick response times.
 I see SVFD as a positive and well-run organization.
 Always willing to be a team player in our community.
 Some of the new programs are great – checking on seniors and providing rides to doctors.
 Have a well-deserved reputation for doing good work.
 Positive public image.
 Great reputation for solid leadership, community partnership and stewardship of resources.
 Quality customer service when responding to incidents.
 Forward thinking leadership willing to challenge status quo.
 Active in the community/engaging outreach.
 Improving systems to reduce insurance costs.
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 Department and staff care about community.
 SVFD provides a high level of care with wonderful customer service to the community.
 The department is great at trying to meet the needs of the community.
 The department has resources to assist with social service needs. The SVFD is involved with customers
and the community.
 There is strong leadership within the department.
 Under three-minute response time last call for heart attack!!
 Good representation of community.
 Trucks are always clean (good image).
 Great response time to all West Valley schools.
 Proactive visionary administration.
 Strong financial security.
 Strong inter-agency cooperation.
 Innovation in practices and equipment.
 Great community engagement.
 SVFD does a great job getting out in the community w/open houses, CPR training, etc.
 SVFD is aware of where and how the valley is growing and has tried to make sure station coverage
keeps up with this growth.
 SVFD does a good job getting the word out about needs and corresponding funding initiatives.
 SVFD continues to do reliable work in keeping our community safe.
 Accessible for information – good PR program.
 School education program.
 Presence at valley events and activities.
 Timely responses to health emergencies.
 Timely response to fire incidents.
 Willingness to go most anywhere to provide education – CPR especially.
 Involvement in the community in various civic and service organizations.
 I regularly see Facebook posts on preventative injury prevention messages.
 I often see staff representing the department at community meetings.
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 The department has a good reputation.
 They look and act professional.
 It feels to me that they take the responsibility of protecting our community very seriously.
 The department has a good reputation in the area, which can be leveraged both for budget purposes
and public outreach.
 The department is forward thinking. In my 30 years in government, SVFD has always worked on
planning for the future, worked with the community and reached out to the other districts (fire and
non-fire).
 Continuity of leadership is a definite strength. Even when new personnel such as Chief come on board
the entire department works to ensure that organizational memory and ongoing plans are retained.
 The department is honest. If a mistake is made or an outcome is not as expected, the department
acknowledges the situation and moves on.
 Professionalism.
 Currently – good response rate.
 Local neighborhood fire stations.
 Communication with regards to construction has and continues to improve with the growth of the fire
department.
 SVFD has an excellent brand.
 You manage resources wisely!
 Partnership with Spokane Valley Tech (SVT) to grow the workforce.
 Fire district rating saves homeowners money.
 Professionalism of fire department personnel.
 Outstanding partnership with community and todays workshop is an example.
 Very engaged with the community they serve (e.g. education events, open houses, school connection).
 Great teamwork and they put a premium on this for their success.
 Willingness to meet with citizen groups.
 Very seldom do we read about anything negative about fire fighters.
 Always as superhero effort on our youth.
 Have a good impact on trusting our public safety system.
 Great cross department support on response to fires.
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 Career path and system for individuals looking for civic service.
 Presence in community (building locations).
 Timely response times when called.
 Competent staff who are equipped with appropriate tools to assist in medical emergencies.
 When needed – I’ve found response times good.
 Employees are usually very personable.
 EMS – quality, involvement with robust QI/QA programs. WAcares registry, KPIs, etc.
 Auto-aid strong relationships with neighboring agencies.
 Professionalism.
 Community focused.
 Pit crew CPR.
 Integrated with other fire agencies- partners.
 Appearance of facilities, trucks and personnel are always professional.
 Response time are prompt.
 Training is continually evolving.
 Outstanding leadership and personnel!
 Excellent partnership with other fire services and ambulance transport.
 Excellent support for community education regarding CPR and AEDs.
 The department continues to attract the best and brightest to their ranks!
 Excellent understanding of their EMS role and very progressive.
 Community / customer loyalty.
 Committed administration and line staff.
 Robust EMS division.
 Strong partner with other fire agencies.
 Collaborative approach to providing service and recognizes the benefits of this approach to the
community.
 SVFD is community focused.
 All SVFD personnel who I have had contact with have been professional and friendly.
 Easy to communicate with.
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 Well maintained buildings.
 Courteous and friendly personnel.
 Testing of hydrants.
 Visiting businesses.
 Nice equipment.
 Quality control/regarding new projects/working along with developers.
 Public connection.
 Dropping insurance rates.
 Programs with water districts to promote fire hydrant installations in rural areas.
 The department has always been extremely easy to work with on every front. I work at Valley Hospital
and we have tremendous respect for the work of the department. We see the department as an
important strategic partner as we grow together to meet the needs of our community.
 Well-dressed personnel.
 Very few out of shape.
 Keeping equipment in good condition.
 Motivated staff.
 Helpful when it comes to fire alarms and installations.
 Getting the new fire rating that helps homeowners and businesses with their insurance costs.
 Providing free home inspections for fire safety purposes.
 Always there when asked for information.
 Working with other agencies to assist time of need.
 Leadership is very strong and respected.
 Use of smaller units in place of larger for medical response problems.
 Willingness to engage community.
 Positive EOP response during recent summer fires.
 So, we have most up to date equipment.
 Approachable and willing to step in and be flexible when it is warranted.
 Community engagement – CPR training and smoke detectors.
 Fire rating to save insurance costs.
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 Visibility and active participants at community events.
 Excellent rating and response times.
 Commitment to community involvement in community.
 Good community communication.
 Willingness to seek community input on strategic plan and other.
 Quality staff that are dedicated to the mission.
 Accreditation.
 Leader in their community.
 Professional appearance.
 SVFD provides excellent service; we are proud that SVFD is our fire protection provider.
 SVFD is responsive to community needs and is viewed as a positive and appreciated member of the
community.
 Appreciate the inclusion of community in department events, i.e. fire truck “push in” or opening new
stations.
 Appreciate their presence at community events.
 Very professional.
 Extremely well trained.
 Innovative chief.
 Aligned with community growth.
 Very concerned with good financial policy to achieve objectives at cost/benefit ratio.
 Community oriented.
 Good communication with the communities they serve.
 Fire prevention efforts (smoke alarm install/inspections).
 Professional services provided to the community.
 An understanding of who their customers are and meeting customer expectations.
 Professional staff – culture appears to be excellent!
 Love that data is centralized between City of Spokane and Spokane Valley.
 Excellent trained staff.
 CAD system.
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 Response time.
 Outreach is a major strength in our fire department. I love how they are at so many community events.
 Highly respected.
 They respond in a very timely fashion to calls.
 Very professional and also kind.
 They listen to the needs of the community.
 Commitment to seeing mutual agreement to fruition.
 Accepted staffing of fire service at less than optimal levels – staffing not a deal breaker.
 Station 4 officers were/are engaging when it comes to training/safety and working with Kootenai
County Fire & Rescue (KCFR) personnel.
 Commitment to training – attended training at KCFR training center.
 Leadership commitment – to accreditation, professional development, training, working with
partners.

Community Stakeholders Work Session
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Other Thoughts and Comments
The community was asked to share any other comments they had about the department or its
services. The following written comments were received:
Other Community Comments about the Spokane Valley Fire Department
(verbatim, in no particular order)
 Thanks for the opportunity to participate!
 I would like to see them more involved in the senior citizens of this community. Helping them solve
some of their problems.
 I love our department. I really feel they do a great job.
 When are you getting another arson dog?
 I think the department is doing a great job overall.
 Overall high marks.
 Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback and input.
 I would like to help out with building more community awareness about prevention. Some of our more
poverty-stricken areas need help with smoke alarms (batteries too), clean up, of fire hazards like piles
of garbage and those connections would be helped through partnerships.
 The department and the individual firefighters are well thought of in the community.
 Thank you for the opportunity to provide input and feedback. It is great to have a fire department that
is so open and collaborative.
 Planning for the Balkan crude oil disaster….?
 Thank you for keeping our community safe.
 Thank you for including this broad-based community input session.
 In three instances involving Spokane Valley Fire, I have been extremely pleased and grateful for their
response. In each case they came in and took over a situation beautifully.
 Opportunity to train personnel and improve culture regarding need for non-jurisdictional approach
in responses.
 I believe SVFD has a tremendous reputation that is backed up by performance!
 I respect and admire the new leadership team and appreciate my ability to access the leadership team
with common issues.
 I think there may need to be a better balance between code enforcement/common sense.
 Need to think hard about your staffing and appropriate use of resources based on the type of historical
response (e.g. large fire vehicles). Must ensure there is not unnecessary redundancy of services. The
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City of Spokane Rapid Response Program with smaller vehicles and smaller rapid response teams is a
“benchmark” way to address this.
 Technology advances in EMS will need to be taken into account along with fire suppression advances.
 My home was recently inspected by a fire department employee for smoke/fire safety. I had only one
smoke alarm, when inspector was done, I had seven alarms and a carbon monoxide detector installed!!
Thanks much.
 A great department based on great people; past and present.
 All in all, the valley has a great fire department.
 With all the new development in the Spokane Valley how will it affect the overall ability to respond to
emergencies?
 Thank you! Big thank you for all that is being done by the department.
 Keep up the great work!
 Very concise and easy planning session.
 SVFD is very welcoming and provides great support to the community. They are focused and well
trained.
 Fire Ops 101 was a great experience.
 I have always appreciated how the firemen treat the children when they arrive at the scene. I have
been involved in a couple scary situations where my young child was present, and it was a top priority
of theirs to make sure she was not scared and comfortable.
 My two young children think very highly of our local fire department! (and I do too of course).
 Good/great respect for other agencies.
 Willingness to be open to feedback from the community.
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Appendix 2 - SWOT
Strengths
It is important for any organization to identify its strengths to ensure that it can provide the
services requested by the community, and that strengths are consistent with the issues facing
the organization. Often, identification of organizational strengths leads to the channeling of
efforts toward primary community needs that match those strengths. Programs that do not
match organizational strengths, or the primary function of the organization, should be seriously
reviewed to evaluate the rate of return on staff time and allocated funds.
Through a consensus process, the department stakeholders identified the agency’s strengths as
follows:
Strengths of the Spokane Valley Fire Department
Personnel – professionalism – teamwork

Service delivery (high level)

Equipment – modern

Customer service oriented

Volunteerism

Culture of support (open to change)

Compensation

Willingness to integrate with the outside

Innovation leaders – progressive

Well-funded

Governance model

Stewardship

Training

Supporting services

Integrity
Medical director/Integrated Medical Services
Program (IMSP)
Organizational agility (quick reaction time)

Leadership independent of position

Personal/professional development

Self-evaluation (organizational)

Focus on safety/cancer prevention

Accreditation
Separate internal conflicts from service
provided
Benefits

Career stability

Low turnover

Community Risk Reduction (CRR)

Wellness program

Response times

Approachability

Station locations are correct for response goals

Staffing (dedicated Safety Officer)

Open to feedback

Compassion

Department size – rights size, nimble
Marketability

Flexible work schedule
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Weaknesses
For any organization to either begin or to continue to move progressively forward, it must not
only be able to identify its strengths, but also those areas where it functions poorly or not at all.
These areas of needed enhancements are not the same as threats to be identified later in this
document, but rather those day-to-day issues and concerns that may slow or inhibit progress.
The following items were identified by the department stakeholders as weaknesses:
Weaknesses of the Spokane Valley Fire Department
Labor relations
Communications (internal) –
 divisions (org)
 chain of command
 interpretation of SOP/contracts
 lack of alignment
 rumor control
Internal processes
 Training – informal project management
 Project sustainability
 Inefficient to change process
Mile wide, inch deep
 too much specialization
 work pace (too fast)
 drives inconsistency
Uncertain funding – levy
Perfection before action?
Lack of project planning
Retiree communication
Volunteer burnout

Lack of diversity – demographically
Culture –
 separation gap for age
 opposed to change
 lacking ownership
 organizational maturity
 not one team
 too critical of mistakes
 accidental project managers
 lack of ownership of mistakes
Organizational sustainability
 Professional development
 Mentorship
 23% of officers nearing retirement age
 100% turnover chief officers next five
years
Civil Service rules/process –
 hiring delays
 promotional
 testing
 unclear
 inconsistent

Advance opportunities
Apparatus replacement plan needs to be
distributed
Keeping up/availability of apparatus
maintenance
Program roll out/follow through

Narrow focus – lack of big picture

Keeping up with IT challenges

Describing the “why”

Comp time changes
Reluctance to have critical conversations –
exposing weakness/incompetence

Maintenance Division leadership
Balancing hours with department training
requirements/certifications

Data driven, not people driven
Fitness
Death notices
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Opportunities
The opportunities for an organization depend on the identification of strengths and weaknesses
and how they can be enhanced. The focus of opportunities is not solely on existing service, but
on expanding and developing new possibilities both inside and beyond the traditional service
area. Department stakeholders identified the following potential opportunities:
Opportunities for the Spokane Valley Fire Department
ARU program

CRR – improve, perfect

Community paramedicine (build the program)
Community resource partnerships (Detox,
mental health, etc.)
Community wellness partnerships

SPOCOM (new combined dispatch)
HazMat capabilities increased (technician level,
own equipment)
Older adult programs

Regional automatic aid – county and statewide

Regional training – standardization, SOPs

Framework for professional development
Use philanthropic organization to address needs
– building coalitions and networks
Engineer/officer development academy

Build on community relationships
RTF regional training (video production, social
media, etc.)
Improve safety adding another boat

Remotely piloted vehicle

Interstate wildland response

Develop communication trailer - SOG

RTF – flight medic plus expansion

Furthering our public private partnerships

ESO integration/hospitals/AMR

Ambulance transport

Medical school partnerships

Partner with higher education

Data sharing (countywide)

Change delivery of services model (apparatus)
Fire service community messaging – proactive,
consistent, regional
Regional consolidation

Paramedicine – nurse practitioner ride along
Adoption of best practices (consider outside of
the fire industry) – process improvement
Transitional leadership

Grants

Dispatch triage

Parks/trails mapping/marking

Regional wildland interoperability

Regional IS communication

SVT program

State mobilization

Functional consolidation

Growth – geographic, commercial

Automation

Ads for money – NASCAR

Alternative funding
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Threats
By recognizing possible threats, an organization can reduce the potential for loss. Fundamental
to the success of any strategic plan is the understanding that threats are not completely and/or
directly controlled by the organization. Some of the current and potential threats identified by
the department stakeholders were as follows:
Potential Threats to the Spokane Valley Fire Department
Regulatory change (unfunded mandates, health
policy)
Failed levy
External requirements versus call volume
(WSRB, accreditation, etc.)
Loss of public support (PR crisis, voter apathy,
erosion of trust)
Increase in operational tempo (more runs)

Political governance change (board
commissioners, county)
Jurisdictional confusion
Image confusion (fire apparatus/AMR,
government)
Change in operational environment (career,
technology, trains, construction practices)
Aging population

Privatization (Rural Metro, Liberty Lake)
Industry bad PR (firefighter arson, bad medic,
another agency)
Loss of support agencies

Expectations (unrealistic, “Hollywood”)
Uncommon events (ice storm, natural disasters,
hacking, technology shutdown, terrorism, riots)
Hazardous Materials – large incident

Anti-government sentiment

Poor media (event or bias)

Lack of countywide operational SOG/SOP

Political pressures

911 abuse

Loss of AMR

Social media

Climate change

Regional Fire Authority creation

Regulatory compliance

Labor market – ability to meet standards

Initiative process (loss of funds)

Aging infrastructure

Pharma shortage

Increased demand due to broken social services

Economics (bad economy, downturns), inflation

Water shortage

Supply line disruption

Ourselves – lose lips sink ships

Levy capacity/limitations

Voter fatigue

Unfunded mandates

Growth (funding, call volume, new construction)
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Glossary of Terms, Acronyms, and Initialisms
Accreditation

A process by which an association or agency evaluates and recognizes a
program of study or an institution as meeting certain predetermined
standards or qualifications. It applies only to institutions or agencies and their
programs of study or their services. Accreditation ensures a basic level of
quality in the services received from an agency.

AED

Automatic External Defibrillator

AMR

American Medical Response

BNSF

Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railroad

CAD

Computer Aided Dispatch

CBA

Collective Bargaining Agreement

CDA

Coeur d’Alene

CFAI

Commission on Fire Accreditation International

COPD

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease

CPR

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation

CPSE

Center for Public Safety Excellence

CRR

Community Risk Reduction

Customer(s)

The person or group who establishes the requirement of a process and
receives or uses the outputs of that process; or the person or entity directly
served by the department or agency.

Efficiency

A performance indication where inputs are measured per unit of output (or
vice versa).

EMS

Emergency Medical Services

EMT

Emergency Medical Technician

Environment

Circumstances and conditions that interact with and affect an organization.
These can include economic, political, cultural, and physical conditions inside
or outside the boundaries of the organization.

EOP

Emergency Operations Plan

IMSP

Integrated Medical Services Program
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Input

A performance indication where the value of resources are used to produce
an output.

IT

Information and Technology

KCFR

Kootenai County Fire and Rescue

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

KSA

Knowledge, Skills and Abilities

Mission

An enduring statement of purpose; the organization's reason for existence.
Describes what the organization does, for whom it does it, and how it does it.

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

Outcome

A performance indication where qualitative consequences are associated
with a program/service; i.e., the ultimate benefit to the customer.

Output

A performance indication where a quality or number of units produced is
identified.

Performance
Measure

A specific measurable result for each goal and/or program that indicates
achievement.

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

PR

Public Relations

QI/QA

Quality Improvement/Quality Assurance

RTF

Rescue Task Force

SCSO

Spokane County Sheriff’s Office

SOG

Standard Operating Guideline

SOP

Standard Operating Procedure

SPOCOM

County-wide Integrated Communications System

Stakeholder

Any person, group, or organization that can place a claim on, or influence the
organization's resources or outputs, is affected by those outputs, or has an
interest in or expectation of the organization.

Strategic Goal

A broad target that defines how the agency will carry out its mission over a
specific period of time. An aim. The final result of an action. Something to
accomplish in assisting the agency to move forward.

Strategic

A specific, measurable accomplishment required to realize the successful
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Objective

completion of a strategic goal.

Strategic Plan

A long-range planning document that defines the mission of the agency and
broadly identifies how it will be accomplished, and that provides the
framework for more detailed annual and operational plans.

Strategic
Planning

The continuous and systematic process whereby guiding members of an
organization make decisions about its future, develop procedures and
operations to achieve that future, and determine how success is to be
measured.

Strategy

A description of how a strategic objective will be achieved. A possibility. A
plan or methodology for achieving a goal.

SVT

Spokane Valley Tech

SWOT

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats.

USAR

Urban Search and Rescue

Vision

An idealized view of a desirable and potentially achievable future state where or what an organization would like to be in the future.

WAcare

Washington Care Coordination Services Group

WAC/RCW

Washington Administrative Code/Revised Code of Washington
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